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The abrupt push by Democrats led by the Biden Regime to ban gas

stoves has enraged and confused Americans across the country. The

good news is we may have found the primary culprit behind the push and

it’s connected to the World Economic Forum.

RedState.com, which first broke this story, points out prominent

Democrats and liberals never demonstrated an iota of concern over gas

stoves before. Not even noted low-IQ Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-
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Cortez (D-NY), who made an utter fool of herself by claiming a study

shows gas stoves are dangerous to brain health.

Charles C. W. Cooke
@charlescwcooke · Follow

This is one of the creepiest parts of modern 
progressivism. AOC had never tweeted about 
stoves before yesterday, but, when she did for 
the first time, her tone was one of weary 
condescension toward the bitter-enders whom 
she's been trying to inform for years. It's 
cultish.
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A major Twitter leftist named Max Kennerly also got in on the act pushing

the supposed dangers of cooking with gas. Like AOC, he had never

tweeted about gas stoves before.
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This is Kennerly’s only tweet ever about asthma. He 
has zero tweets ever about gas stoves. But clearly 
he got the memo that it was time to push this study.
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Look at this tweet by Libs of TikTok showing Kamala Harris, Jill Biden,

Pocahontas, and AOC all cooking on gas stoves. Do they appear alarmed

over the potential impact to their health?
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Gas stoves for me but not for thee
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So why the manufactured outrage over gas stoves? Where did this study

AOC cited come from? RedState.com has the answer:

“Regardless, it’s worth asking where this is all coming from, right? Why did

Democrats all start moving in lockstep to ban gas stoves, seemingly with

no prior concern at all? And sure enough, with a little digging, it’s been

revealed that this isn’t just idle science taking place.”
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“The company behind the study is called “Carbon-Free Buildings.” That

company is a partner of the World Economic Forum and has a true-

believer CEO who wants to rid the world of all carbon emissions

(which is impossible and would lead to mass extinction).”

https://twitter.com/rising_serpent/status/1613032313948114944

To no one’s surprise this all connects back to the World Economic

Forum (WEF). The same megalomaniacs who years ago informed the

masses that they “will own nothing and be happy.”

Certainly looks like the Regime and its fellow Democrats have received

marching orders from their globalist masters. The WEF and the

Democrats both share a common goal of eliminating fossil fuels for the

commoners while they fly gas-guzzling private jets across the globe. The

elimination of gas stoves qualifies another step toward completing their

scheme.

As the Joker from The Dark Knight once said, “it’s all part of the plan.” If

you have not realized this until now, then you really have not been paying

attention.
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